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Dear Tony: Our strata has been plagued with short term
accommodation problems. The occupants have
damaged property, violated numerous bylaws and now
lost keys and fobs for building access. The cost to the
strata corporation and security risk for our owners is
endless. Long term rentals are fine and we have no
restrictions, but we passed a bylaw in December to
prohibit short term accommodations and now the
owner of 3 units is claiming the developer gave them a
grandfathering provision. There is no evidence of this,
and we cannot find any reference to grandfathering in
the Act. Before we enforce and start fining $1,000 a
day, is it possible they are exempt?
Rayleen A. Vancouver
Dear Rayleen: Since 2010, the Strata Property Act and
Real Estate Development Marketing Act make
provisions for exemptions of rentals of strata lots, when
declared and properly filed by the owner developer.
This is a Form J, Rental Disclosure Notice and it is filed in
with the Superintendent of Real Estate. It applies to
your strata corporation as filed in 2011; however, it only
provides an exemption from rental bylaws for the
defined strata lots, not short‐term accommodations
which are business/hotel activities.

once the extra pet, under age person, or tenant
departs, the bylaws come into effect. Any new pets
must comply with the bylaws, new residents must
comply with the age restriction, and within 1 year of the
existing tenant leaving the landlord must comply with
the new rental bylaw.
Short term accommodations do not have such
exemptions. In addition to local government bylaws
across the province, the owner must comply with the
new bylaws effective the day it is filed in the Land Title
Registry. The City of Vancouver also prohibits an owner
from operating a hotel type service and using multiple
units for short term accommodations. The BnB must be
from their principle residence. Every strata must also
apply the BC Human Rights Code when enforcing
bylaws. There is an obligation to accommodate owners,
tenants and occupants for a variety of conditions that
relate to health, access, assistance and support animals.

This could be a source of possible confusion. The term
grandfathering does not appear in the Act. The Act
provides for several conditional exemptions such as
rentals bylaws, age restrictions, and pet restrictions.
Unless your bylaws have created other special
exemptions, which might not be enforceable if they are
treating owners and tenants differently, the exemptions
are based on simple conditions. If you have a pet, are
under the proposed age, or have a tenant when a new
related bylaw passes restricting those conditions, the
bylaw does not apply to the existing relationships at the
time the bylaw is passed. But these are conditional, and
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